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Flatrox is online shop for all types of Computer hardware and computer accessories. Your favorite
accessories are now one click away from your hand. Despite the huge growth, we've always
remained faithful to our core values and principles that of providing the best possible prices with
unmatched customer service to boot. Our success and growth can't happen without your
cooperation and our promise never to forget our commitments. Flatrox provides the shopper with
quality and a complete range of computer products at the best competitive prices you ever had. The
online shop houses the branded systems, consumables, peripherals and many other products.

We have so many categories online among them these are most popular: laptop, memory stick, mic
and earphone, modem, monitors, motherboard, mouse, Artis Headphones With Mic, Iball
Headphones With Mic, network cable,  network switch, optical mouse, optical media, PCI cards, pen
drive, power supply, printer cartridges, printer, processor, RAM, router, scanner, speakers,
surveillance, TV tuner card, UPS, webcam, antivirus software, barcode scanner, computer cabinet,
cordless keyboard and mouse, hard disk, headphone with mic, keyboard, keyboard and mouse
(combo),

Mission of Flatrox Technosolutions:

â€¢	We reach the individual buyers with the selected product

â€¢	We sell our products at competitive price.

â€¢	To bring awareness with the features of new product launched in the market.

â€¢	We provide best sales services on any product purchased from us.

Buy Headphones Mic and other most popular categories from our online store and get large
benefits. We offer all types of brand computer systems. We provide information to our customers
with on the phone and on our web siteâ€”to make informed choices. Each of our telephone
representatives is continually trained by the manufacturers of the products we sell. They can answer
your questions instantly. We offer our customers frequent updates on our new products arriving at
our warehouse.

When you shop Flatrox?

You will get more brand names for your computersâ€”the industry's top namesâ€”at low prices simply not
possible anywhere else. But that's just the beginning. We also carry a vast inventory of components:
motherboards, processors, hard drives, optical drives, cases and more. You'll find emerging
technologies as well, because at the end of the day, we love to help our customers. Your orders and
transactions involving release of personal information is encrypted using the latest SSL technology.
We are confident in our security systems that we can provide our Website Security Guarantee will
provide coverage against unauthorized charges on your credit card. In the unlikely event that your
credit card company holds you liable for any unauthorized charges to your account resulting from
your online purchases at flatrox.com
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FlatroxTechnoSolution TechnoSolution - About Author:
Flatrox is most secured way to buy your hardware online. Flatrox gives sales and services to their
customers with 100% satisfaction. You can Iball Headphones With Mic without wasting your time
and money.
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